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The MSCI ACWI and S&P 500 closed 2020 at all-time
highs—a stunning outcome, few would predict amidst a
global pandemic. Record levels of fiscal stimulus, ultra-low
interest rates and low-inflation collectively set the tempo to
an equity anthem. While growth trounced value on a full
year basis and momentum continued its reign as a flowbased beneficiary, a shift occurred in the fourth quarter.
Value bested growth, small cap issues outperformed their
large cap brethren and investors increased their appetite
for risk, favoring emerging markets over developed peers
and U.S. equities. While we are disappointed, we are not
surprised that our global portfolios which are biased
towards higher quality, larger cap names with secular
growth prospects have struggled to keep pace in a market
rewarding small cap, cyclical growth and low quality.

footprint. Looking ahead, we expect revenues to increase and
profit margins to expand, driving long-term value creation.
Luxury accessory and lifestyle brand, Tapestry, Inc. advanced
considerably in the quarter. Strong sales due to an acceleration
in consumer demand and better than expected pricing, drove
margins higher. A newly appointed CEO and fresh brand
leadership at Kate Spade have begun to show early signs of
improved receptivity for in-store, online and international sales,
particularly in China.
Market leader for computer storage systems, NetApp, Inc. also
traded higher in the period. This price action was driven by
solid revenue trends, improving margins on better software mix
and expectations for a recovery in mid-range storage solutions
post COVID-19. While subject to volatility of upgrade cycles,
we continue to believe NetApp is well-positioned to benefit
from its cloud storage service over the long-term as it aids
companies to move between public and private clouds
seamlessly.

For the quarter, in U.S. dollar terms, the Ariel Global
Composite increased +10.42% gross of fees (+10.20%
net of fees) on an absolute basis, underperforming the
MSCI ACWI Index which traded +14.68% higher.

By comparison, telecommunication service provider, China
Mobile Ltd. was the largest detractor from absolute and relative
returns in the period. An executive order issued by President
Trump on November 12, 2020, requiring U.S. investors to
cease transactions in China domiciled Communist Party Military
Companies (CCMC) resulted in an overhang on shares. Initially
the order included China Telecommunications Corporation, the
parent company of China Mobile Ltd. and did not cover
subsidiaries. Subsequently, on January 6, 2021, the list was
retroactively expanded to include publicly-traded subsidiaries of
the companies on the directive, ensnaring China Mobile Ltd. As
of January 11, 2021, U.S. investors are no longer able to buy
shares and must divest the position by November 11, 2021.
Unfortunately, this political development created a distressed
selling environment for shares. Rest assured, we will fully
comply with the law and divest the position in a manner that
seeks to maximize the value of our client’s portfolio prior to the
November 11, 2021 sell requirement.

Ariel’s non-consensus approach seeks to identify
undervalued, out-of-favor, franchise-quality companies
that are misunderstood and mispriced. Ariel Global
strategy is significantly overweight Communication
Services and Health Care, and meaningfully underweight
Industrials, Information Technology, Consumer
Discretionary and Materials. Investment choices within
Communication Services and Consumer Discretionary were
the largest sources of positive attribution. By comparison,
stock selection and our overweight exposure to Health
Care and underweight in Financials detracted from
performance.
Shares of China’s internet search and online community
leader, Baidu, Inc. were the top contributor to relative
performance in the quarter. Price appreciation was driven
by steadily improving financial metrics, indicating a
stabilization in Baidu’s core business, along with growing
recognition of the company’s opportunity in artificial
intelligence, particularly in the autonomous driving market.
Meanwhile, Baidu continues to make incremental
investments in its video streaming platform with the goal
of expanding its licensing, merchandising and games

Biopharmaceutical company, Gilead Sciences, Inc. also weighed
on performance in the period. In the aftermath of over-hyped
expectations for Remdesivir as a treatment for COVID-19, the
company experienced another setback with a requirement for
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additional clinical trial data for Filgotinib, a treatment for
rheumatoid arthritis. Despite recent challenges, we
continue to be favorably disposed to Gilead’s leadership
position in both HIV and Hepatitis C and its growing
opportunity in segments like oncology.
Lastly, shares of global pharmaceutical and diagnostics
leader, Roche Holding AG continued to face earnings
pressure in the quarter from deferrals in doctor visits and
broad-based diagnostic activity driven by pandemic related
fears. Pricing pressures from biosimilars in some of the
company’s key pharmaceutical offerings hampered
sentiment further. Although concerns about competition
from biosimilars has been a long-running overhang on
shares, we believe this risk is appropriately captured in our
best to worst case scenario analysis. Nonetheless, our long
term thesis remains focused on Roche’s leadership in
oncology treatments that have superior efficacy and less
toxicity than alternatives, creating a strong prescription and
insurance reimbursement profile.
We initiated six new positions in the quarter. We
purchased a position in Italy’s leading natural gas
distributor Italgas S.p.A. It operates a network of about
70,000 kilometers serving more than 7.5 million
customers. Spun off from former parent Snam in 2016,
Italgas is a fully regulated utility. The company is poised to
play a central role in the consolidation of Italy's natural gas
distribution base, as municipalities gradually sell their
businesses to private owners like Italgas which in turn
helps reduce energy costs. Italgas offers a compelling
dividend yield and sustainable long term growth potential.
We also added shares of Belgian multichannel bank
insurer, KBC Bank, which has a strong deposit franchise,
an affluent client base, is well capitalized and generates
best-in-class returns among European banks. KBC’s market
share of the Belgian banking and life insurance market is
north of 20% and 15%, respectively. It also operates in
Central Europe, where it has leading positions in the Czech
Republic and Hungary, as well as significant share in
Poland, Slovakia and Bulgaria.
We added one of the world’s leading reinsurers Munich
Re, which sports over 50 billion euros in gross written
premiums, and a reinsurance market share of about 10%.
The German based company has a reputation of taking a
highly conservative approach to both operational and
balance sheet management. We believe pricing in the
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reinsurance market will continue to harden and that the cycle
could last for several years.
We also initiated a position in Swiss multinational food and
drink processing conglomerate Nestle S.A. in the quarter. While
the company is often compared to other food distributors, we
believe Nestle’s offerings are differentiated, as they generally
sport a higher return on investment, particularly in the coffee
and infant nutrition categories. Nestle’s visionary management
team tends to identify unique business opportunities well
ahead of its competitors. This is evidenced by the company’s
20+ year nurturing of the coffee pod business which ultimately
resulted in the successful launch of Nespresso.
We also initiated a position in Swiss telecommunications
provider, Swisscom AG, whose mobile and broadband market
share of 59% and 53%, respectively, is among the highest in
developed nations. Swiss customers are quality conscious and
the Swiss regulator is pro reinvestment, allowing the company
and its peers to charge among the highest prices in the world
for best in class networks. This, in turn, supports Swisscom’s
stable free cash flow generation and high dividend payout. In
our view, investors underappreciate the stability of Swisscom’s
market position. We believe that Swisscom’s differentiated
approach of defending subscriber scale by offering better
networks for relatively similar prices versus peers, makes the
franchise highly stable. Swisscom also has a broadband
business in Italy, which makes up 20% of Swisscom revenue
and has significant runway for growth due to under penetration
of broadband in Italy driven by years of underinvestment by the
Italian incumbent.
Finally, we initiated a position in Telefonica Brasil SA, the
leading Telecom player in Brazil with dominant revenue share
in mobile and fixed segments of 40% and 25%, respectively.
We believe in-market mobile consolidation within the country
due to the sale of fourth player Oi’s mobile assets to three
remaining incumbent’s Telefonica Brasil, TIM and America
Movil will allow the company to further increase its market
position and improve upon its 40%+ EBITDA margin. In our
view, competitive intensity will abate post consolidation and
expect Telefonica Brasil’s asset utilization to improve over a
larger subscriber base. Moreover, in its fixed business, the
company is in the process of rapidly expanding its fiber
footprint to stem decline in its legacy DSL business and upsell
customers to higher speeds. The regulatory environment in
Brazil is also pivoting from price to a quality led focus which we
think will be supportive of lower competitive intensity and
higher future returns. Telefonica Brasil pays over a 6% dividend
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yield and is rated AAA by Fitch due to its strong balance
sheet and leading market position.
By comparison, we successfully exited mobile technology
research and development company, InterDigital, Inc.,
Japanese telecom company, NTT DoCoMo Inc., as well as
commercial and investment banking services provider,
Kasikornbank Public Co. Ltd in the quarter.
Although concerns over rising coronavirus infections have
been overshadowed by positive vaccine developments, we
expect volatility to remain elevated. Our central scenario is
the global economy will recover when a vaccine for
COVID-19 is distributed worldwide. Meanwhile, we
believe valuations remain stretched, as equities continue to
receive meaningful support from substantial monetary and
fiscal stimulus, as well as low nominal/negative rates. We
remain concerned about the market’s complacency toward
risk and elevated corporate indebtedness. Given this
backdrop, we continue to pay particular attention to a
company’s normalized growth and return prospects, the
sustainability of the business model and resilience of the
balance sheet—preferring those with the safety of netcash positions. While this attention to risk-adjusted returns
has come at the expense of short-term underperformance
relative to the benchmark, we remain confident in our nonconsensus approach. We are laser focused on uncovering
and owning idiosyncratic ideas that will offer superior
upside with a margin of safety. 1
Investments in foreign securities may underperform and
may be more volatile than comparable U.S. stocks because
of the risks involving foreign economies and markets,
foreign political systems, foreign regulatory standards, and
foreign currencies and taxes. The use of currency
derivatives, exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and other
hedges may increase investment losses and expenses and
create more volatility. Investments in emerging markets
present additional risks, such as difficulties in selling on a
timely basis and at an acceptable price. The intrinsic value
of the stocks in which the portfolio invests may never be
recognized by the broader market.
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Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect the
reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. For the period
ended 12/31/2020, the performance (net of fees) of the Ariel
Global Composite (USD) for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year periods was
+8.10%, +6.03%, and +8.02%, respectively. For the period
ended 12/31/2020 the performance for the MSCI ACWI Net
Index for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year periods was +16.25%,
+10.06%, and +12.26%, respectively. Net performance of
the Ariel Global Composite has been reduced by the amount of
the highest fee charged to any client in the Composite during
the performance period. Actual fees may vary depending on,
among other things, the applicable fee schedule and portfolio
size. A complete fee schedule is available upon request and
may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC's Form ADV, Part 2.
Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars. Current performance may
be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. The Ariel
Global Composite differs from its benchmark, the MSCI ACWI
(All Country World Index), because the Composite has fewer
holdings than the benchmark.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this
commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information
reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to
purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 12/31/2020 Baidu, Inc. constituted 9.33% of the Ariel
Global Composite (representative portfolio); Tapestry, Inc.
1.41%; NetApp, Inc. 1.45%; China Mobile Ltd. 2.15%; Gilead
Sciences, Inc. 5.12%; Roche Holding AG 7.06%; Italgas S.p.A.
0.09%; KBC Bank 0.10%; Munich Re 0.10%; Nestle S.A.
0.10%; Swisscom AG 0.40%; and Telefonica Brasil SA 0.32%.
Portfolio holdings are subject to change. The performance of
any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance
of other portfolio holdings of the Ariel Global Composite.
About Ariel Products
Ariel Investments, LLC ("Ariel"), a Delaware limited liability
company, is currently offering its global strategy through
separately managed accounts to institutional investors in
certain other regions outside the U.S. Ariel is regulated by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission under U.S. laws,

Attempting to purchase with a margin of safety on price cannot protect investors from the volatility associated with stocks, incorrect assumptions or estimations
on our part, declining fundamentals or external forces.
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which differ from the laws of other countries. Ariel is not
currently licensed or registered in any other country, and
Ariel intends to limit its activities to remain exempt from
any requirements to register or obtain a license in other
countries. This commentary should not be considered a
solicitation for business outside of the U.S. and should not
be further distributed.
Country-Specific Disclosures
Japan: Ariel is not registered as an Investment Business
Operator and may not enter into a discretionary investment
management agreement with any customers. The term
"customers" does not refer to licensed investment
management operators and trust banks.
Korea: Ariel is currently not licensed under the Financial
Investment Services and Capital Markets Act of Korea as a
cross-border discretionary investment management
company.
Singapore: Ariel is not authorized or recognized by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore and is not authorized to
conduct business with the retail public. Any written
materials provided by Ariel do not constitute a prospectus.
Ariel is not currently licensed to enter into contracts with
investors in Singapore.
Oman: This material neither constitutes a public offer of
securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by the
Commercial Companies Law of Oman (Royal Decree 4/74)
or the Capital Market Law of Oman (Royal Decree 80/98),
nor does it constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of
any offer to buy Non-Omani securities in the Sultanate of
Oman as contemplated by Article 139 of the Executive
Regulations to the Capital Market Law (issued vide CMA
Decision 1/2009). Additionally, this material is not
intended to lead to the conclusion of any contract of
whatsoever nature within the territory of the Sultanate of
Oman.
Saudi Arabia: Neither this material nor any investment
interest in the separate account have been approved,
disapproved or passed on in any way by the Capital
Market Authority or any other governmental authority in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, nor has the separate account
received authorisation or licensing from the Capital Market
Authority or any other governmental authority in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to market or sell the investment
interests in the separate account within the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. This material does not constitute and may
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not be used for the purpose of an offer or invitation. No
services relating to the separate account, including the receipt
of applications and the allotment or redemption of investment
interests, may be rendered by the separate account or its
investment adviser within the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Investors cannot invest directly in an index. The MSCI ACWI (All
Country World Index) is an unmanaged, market weighted index
of global developed and emerging markets. The MSCI Index net
returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings,
including the dividends net of the maximum withholding tax
applicable to non-resident institutional investors that do not
benefit from double taxation treaties. MSCI uses the maximum
tax rate applicable to institutional investors, as determined by
the companies’ country of incorporation. Source: MSCI. MSCI
makes no express or implied warranties or representations and
shall have no liability whatsoever with respect to any MSCI
data contained herein. The MSCI data may not be further
redistributed or used to create indices or financial products. This
report is not approved or produced by MSCI.

